The reduced level dig is complete with the exception of the area outside the fire escape door on the ground floor of Dugald Stewart. We are hoping to have the new fire escape corridor operational by sometime early this week, depending on sign off from Andrew Mackay. The piling works are continuing within phase 1.

The temporary partitions within Informatics building are now full complete, and the drilling works are continuing ahead of the removal of the precast concrete wall panels. We are hoping to have all the precast concrete panels removed by the end of this week. The panels will then be placed on the ground and cut into more manageable sizes then transported off site.

Works Happening on Site?

Works Happening Next Week

The temporary fire escape route formed within Dugald Stewart will now be fully functional and will be in operation until the end of project. This will allow the piling platform to be completed within this area of the Courtyard. The piling works will also be progressing, with some concrete and steel reinforcement arriving on site to accommodate this.

The locker areas and offices within Dugald Stewart will be cleared ahead of the internal wall construction works programmed for w/c 19th June.